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Scott Barber 0/
David Vito; Leanne Harrison; Sharon Johnson
10/29/03 7:24AM
Re: ARB Issues this week

Brian Holian has an interview from 9:00 am to 10:00 am and would like to reschedule for 10:00 am.
>>> Glenn Meyer 10/28/03 01:39PM >>>
Thursday morning ifpossible. I plan to go to Salem in the afternoon.
>>> Scott Barber 10/27/03 04:45PM >>>
We have two issues to consider this week:
1) A HC allegation came in last Friday fro
He identifies a
number of tech issues and talks about how the NEOs cover up sloppy work practices, etc. I would like to
schedule an interview with him before he leaves the area. Ernie Wilson indicated that we could do this as
a part of the ongoing SCWE assessment without the need for a panel. Regarding the tech issues, we can
cover them at the panel.
2) The other issue has to do with the questions being used by 01 for the SCWE interviews. My
understanding is that Hub would like to discuss them at a panel to ensure they are the.right questions. I
believe some of the managers may have a better idea What he's looking for. My intent was to get them
from 01 and provide them for review. From the eight one-on-oneinterviews I have personally sat in on, I
believe we are asking all the right questions to get to the. bottom of the SCWE issue.
Since Glenn is out Tuesday. and Wednesday, Thursday would be the best day for an ad hoc panel on
these issues.
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